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Check out our essay example on Byzantine Empire Under Justinian to start writing!.

There are many things that are overlooked when speaking of Justinian. Most of his outstanding constructions
were churches in Constantinople, which included the Hagia Sophia Below are two quotes about Emperor
Justinian by his official court historian, Procopius. Answer the questions you are given using the appropriate
source provided. I will also be trying to identify the purposes from which the Hagia Sophia was created but by
looking at it as a piece of art not just as a gigantic church. This sea has been vital to multiple empires in
history, giving them power in trade networks and in their military. The halo and his position in the piece
emphasizes Justinian as the leader of his empire and the church. Claim to the throne A. The eastern and
western portions of what GOV  No one could ever imagine that this baby would grow up to be one of the most
remarkable women in history of the World. Following the Nika Riot of , the emperor initiated a program of
urban construction that aimed to remake the ancient capital founded by Constantine the Great in  This
encounter is recorded as the last breath the Western Roman Empire took. His sole rule was characterized by
profound efforts to strengthen the empire and return the state to its former ancient glory. Some of these icons
at Sinai may have been sent as gifts from the emperor to the monastery, which he patronized. Use evidence
from the sources to analyze why they would have had that opinion what influenced them. Along with
tremendous patronage in monumental building and decoration, the portable arts also flourished during the age
of Justinian. Taizong also improved the Sui examination system that gave individuals â€” no matter what class
they were from â€” a chance to gain positions within an administration. During the fourth century, the Greeks
later depicted intricate images Kleiner  More Practice He was the king of Macedonia from to B. Basilica of
San Vitale is the main location in this art work. The pebbles were later made into an art form to create
patterns, designs, and geometric shapes. Identify at least 2 different perspectives opinions that people living in
the Byzantine Empire would have had about the emperor Justinian. Get a pink packet from your folder or the
front table and use the link below to get to the article for the assignment. In addition, to help take care of her
daughters. The basilica was later used as a Roman Catholic cathedral Mainstone 


